My War Memories, 1914-1918
of the operations. They reported that the Russians were stationed south of the channel in concrete positions. That seemed quite possible, although we were very sceptical. Subsequently, in the year 1916, Lieutenant-Colonel Hoffmann inspected the Russian positions, but saw no concrete wTorks. The wearier attacking troops are, the stronger does the position to be attacked appear to them, and they give the enemy credit for strength he does not possess. This is a very human trait. It did not have any influence on the decisions we came to, for the young contingents were undoubtedly exhausted and this necessitated fresh measures.
Meanwhile the attack on Osowiec had not made any headway either. In spite of our powerful artillery it defied frontal attack, as the commanding heights on the southern bank of the Bobr could not be reached at all points.
Under these circumstances I could not conceal from myself that this great victory had been deprived of its full strategical results. Army Headquarters were called on to make grave and difficult decisions.
In the first place the order was given to discontinue the attacks on the Bobr and Osowiec.
The loth Army could not remain where it was. Very strong forces were needed to protect our flanks on the east, the Olita-Kovno direction, but they were not available. Communication with the rear and the conditions under which the army was living had become too difficult owing to the inclemency of the weather. They could not be borne for long. The broad gauge railway built by the Russians from Marggrabowa via Ratschki to Suwalki could do little to ameliorate this state of affairs. The roads and tracks were too bad, the weather too unfavourable and the horses too exhausted. Our transport could hardly get on at all on the high roads with their thin surface of worn stones. Besides, we had very little available. The army had to return to conditions under which it could live and recuperate. All this made it urgently necessary that the zoth Army should face about and withdraw.
At the very beginning of the operations orders had been given
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